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ABSTRACT

We present the results of a study of a large sample of A and Am stars with spectral types from Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST) and light curves from Wide Area Search for Planets (WASP). We find that, unlike normal A stars, δ Sct pulsations in Am stars are mostly confined to the effective temperature range $6900 < T_{\text{eff}} < 7600$ K. We find evidence that the incidence of pulsations in Am stars decreases with increasing metallicism (degree of chemical peculiarity). The maximum amplitude of the pulsations in Am stars does not appear to vary significantly with metallicism. The amplitude distributions of the principal pulsation frequencies for both A and Am stars appear very similar and agree with results obtained from Kepler photometry. We present evidence that suggests turbulent pressure is the main driving mechanism in pulsating Am stars, rather than the $\kappa$-mechanism, which is expected to be suppressed by gravitational settling in these stars.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The metallic-lined (Am) stars are a subset of the A-type stars that exhibit weak calcium K lines and enhanced iron-group spectral lines compared to their hydrogen-line spectral type (Titus & Morgan 1940; Roman, Morgan & Eggen 1948). They are further divided into classical and marginal Am stars. The spectral types obtained from the calcium K line ($k$) and iron-group elements ($m$) in classical Am stars differ by at least five spectral sub-types, whereas in the marginal Am stars the difference is less. There are also the ‘hot’ Am stars with spectral types around A0–A3, such as Sirius (Kohl 1964). As a group the Am stars rotate relatively slowly, which is thought to be a requisite condition for their chemical peculiarities due to radiative diffusion (Michaud 1970). Many of the Am stars are in relatively short-period binary systems (Abt 1967; Carquillat & Prieur 2007; Smalley et al. 2014) and tidal synchronization is thought to be responsible for the observed low rotation rates in most Am stars (Abt & Moyd 1973; Wolff 1983). The results of the binarity studies indicate that there are some apparently single Am stars that were presumably born with slow rotation (Smalley et al. 2014; Balona et al. 2015a).

For many years, it was thought that classical Am stars did not pulsate (Breger 1970; Kurtz 1976) due to the gravitational settling of helium from the He $\alpha$ ionization zone where the $\kappa$-mechanism drives the pulsation of δ Sct stars (e.g. Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard & Kurtz 2010). However, over time evidence emerged that some Am stars pulsate (e.g. Kurtz 1989; Henry & Fekel 2005). Recent studies using Kepler and Wide Area Search for Planets (WASP) photometry (Balona et al. 2011; Smalley et al. 2011) have found that a significant
fraction of Am stars do pulsate, but with a suspicion that they may do so at smaller amplitudes than the normal abundance δ Scv stars.

The Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST; Zhao et al. 2012) survey is providing a large catalogue of low-resolution stellar spectra. These are being automatically fitted to provide a homogeneous determination of stellar parameters for A, F, G and K stars: effective temperature ($T_{\text{eff}}$) and surface gravity ($\log g$) (Wu et al. 2011). Hou et al. (2015) presented a list of candidate Am stars using LAMOST data release 1 (DR1) spectra (Luo et al. 2015). From the 38,485 A and early-F stars in their LAMOST sample, they identified 3537 Am candidates and gave $k$ and $m$ spectral types. The $\Delta$ index presented by Hou et al. (2015) is defined as the numerical difference in the $k$ and $m$ spectral types. This value is used as the metallicism index in this study to separate classical Am stars from the marginal ones. Values of $\Delta \geq 5$ are indicative of classical Am stars, while we use $1 \leq \Delta < 5$ for marginal Am stars. Fig. 1 shows that the incidence of Am stars in this study as a function of $T_{\text{eff}}$ is consistent with the earlier study of Smith (1973) and that the marginal and classical distributions are somewhat bimodal, with classical Am stars prevalent at lower temperature. As also seen in Smith (1973), the incidence of Am stars drops dramatically for stars cooler than $T_{\text{eff}} \approx 7000$ K.

In this work, we present the results of a search of the A and early-F stars in the LAMOST DR1, as used by Hou et al. (2015) in their search for Am stars, which have sufficient WASP (Pollacco et al. 2006) photometry to obtain the pulsation characteristics of the sample. The sample also allows for the investigation of pulsation incidence as a function of metallicity. In the context of this study, the A and early-F stars not listed as Am candidates will be referred to as ‘other A stars’ rather than ‘normal’ A and F stars, since the sample contains a contribution from other chemically peculiar stars, e.g. Ap and λ Boo stars (e.g. Wolff 1983).

2 SAMPLE SELECTION

The WASP project has been surveying the sky for transiting extrasolar planets using two robotic telescopes, one at the Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos on the island of La Palma in the Canary Islands, and the other at the Sutherland Station, South African Astronomical Observatory. Both telescopes consist of an array of eight 200-mm, f/1.8 Canon telephoto lenses and Andor CCDs, giving a field of view of 7.8 $\times$ 7.8 and pixel size of around 14 arcsec. The observing strategy is such that each field is observed approximately every 10 min, on each observable night. WASP provides good-quality photometry with a precision better than 1 per cent per observation in the approximate magnitude range $9 \leq V \leq 12$.

The WASP data reduction pipeline is described in detail in Pollaco et al. (2006). The aperture-extracted photometry from each camera on each night is corrected for primary and secondary extinction, instrumental colour response and system zero-point relative to a network of local secondary standards. The resultant pseudo-$V$ magnitudes are comparable to Tycho $V$ magnitudes. Additional systematic errors affecting all the stars are identified and removed using the system algorithm of Tamuz, Mazeh & Zucker (2005).

For this study, the WASP archive was searched for light curves of stars with coordinates coincident with those of the LAMOST spectra to within 10 arcsec and with the requirement that at least 1000 photometric data points were available. Following the procedures of Smalley et al. (2011) and Holdsworth et al. (2014), amplitude spectra were calculated using the fast computation of the Lomb periodogram method of Press & Rybicki (1989) as implemented in the Numerical Recipes FASPER routine (Press et al. 1992). The periodograms were calculated covering the frequency range 0–150 d$^{-1}$ for 30282 stars in the LAMOST DR1 sample. Each periodogram was automatically searched for amplitude peaks with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) greater than 4 relative to the median background amplitude noise level and a false alarm probability (FAP) less than 0.1. For a peak to be deemed real, it must be present in more than one season of WASP photometry and have the same frequency to within the Rayleigh criterion ($\sim 0.01$ d$^{-1}$).

The diurnal gaps between successive observing nights introduce considerable sampling aliases in the amplitude spectra of most WASP light curves. Peaks which had a frequency within a Rayleigh criterion of the sidereal day frequency were rejected. Alias peaks due to frequencies $n$ times the sidereal day frequency were also rejected, but with the Rayleigh criterion reduced by $\sqrt{n}$. This $\sqrt{n}$ reduction was obtained empirically, based on an examination of all the peaks found in the sample, and models the diminishing frequency width of an alias peak above the background noise level as $n$ increases. This considerably reduced the number of false-positive frequencies selected, but did not completely eliminate them. In addition, the same empirical relationship was used to remove the day aliasing of other found frequencies.

As the WASP pixels are relatively large, blending can be an issue, especially for fainter targets. By applying a requirement that no target shall be blended by more than 20 per cent within a 64 arcsec radius, the number of stars in the sample was reduced to 10 525, with 864 (9.3 per cent) being from the Hou et al. (2015) Am star list. The blending calculation was performed using the $R$ magnitude photometry given in the Naval Observatory Merged Astrometric Dataset catalogue (Zacharias et al. 2004).

Of the 10 525 stars in our sample, around 1500 were identified as pulsation candidates. These were subjected to a separate more intensive analysis, involving a non-linear least-squares sinusoidal fit to the individual light curves, in order to obtain the frequencies and amplitudes of the signals present. In this work, the term amplitude refers to the semi-amplitude and not the peak-to-peak light variation. Up to a maximum of five frequency–amplitude pairs were selected; fewer if the FAP rose above 0.1. Finally, the stars were visually inspected with Period04 (Lenz & Breger 2005) to confirm their variability characteristics.

The detection threshold for WASP data was estimated by Smalley et al. (2011) to be around 1 mmag. A more in-depth study by Holdsworth (2015) confirmed this and provided limits as a function of stellar magnitude. Fig. 2 shows the WASP median periodogram background noise at 10 d$^{-1}$, where the noise level is taken as the
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**Figure 1.** The percentage incidence of Am stars as a function of $T_{\text{eff}}$. The distribution given by Smith (1973) has been transformed from his $b - y$ to $T_{\text{eff}}$ using the $uvby$ grids of Smalley & Kupka (1997).
median value of the periodogram within a bin of width 1 d$^{-1}$. Since our selection criterion for pulsations is that they must be present in at least two seasons of data, the seasons with the lowest noise levels are used and the noise values shown are the higher of these two. The requirement of SNR $\geq$ 4 indicates that the detection limit is at best 0.6 mmag for brighter stars, but varies significantly from star to star and falls off at the fainter end to above 2 mmag. Given that the LAMOST sample peaks around $R = 11$, a typical detection limit of no better than 1 mmag is expected, with a considerable tail.

### 3 RESULTS

The results from the frequency analysis are presented in Table 1. Several eclipsing binary systems were identified and labelled using the generic ‘EB’ label. The resistant mean method used to clean the WASP data to find pulsations has the side effect of removing deep eclipses from the light curves (Holdsworth et al. 2014). Stars were also labelled as being binary systems when a sub-harmonic of the principal frequency was found. Stars with low-frequency ($\lesssim 2$ d$^{-1}$) signals were investigated using PERIOD04 to ascertain whether the variations could be due to other physical causes, instead of ellipsoidal variations or pulsations. These were labelled as ‘Misc’ in Table 1. Often the classification of the variability is inconclusive in WASP data due to the noise level.

Table 1. The results of the search for variability in WASP light curves. In column 2, $n$ is number of frequencies ($f$) and peak amplitudes ($a$) listed (up to 5). Column 5 gives the variable type inferred from the frequency analysis (see the text for details). Only the first 10 lines are shown here. The full 1193-line table is available online.
However, inspection of the WASP results suggests that $4 \, d^{-1}$ might be a better choice, as this corresponds to the minimum in the number of pulsators between the frequency domains where the two types mostly occur. Theory predicts that $\gamma$ Dor stars rotating with 50 per cent of the critical velocity can have modes up to $6 \, d^{-1}$ (Bouabid et al. 2013). Nevertheless, while the choice of cutoff frequency is rather arbitrary, this study is concentrating on slow to moderately rotating stars, where Bouabid et al. (2013) predict a cutoff closer to $4 \, d^{-1}$. An arbitrary upper amplitude limit for both $\delta$ Sct and $\gamma$ Dor stars was chosen, again by inspection of the WASP results, to be 60 mmag. Fig. 3 suggests that the location of Am pulsators does not appear to be different to that of the other A stars. There are several high-amplitude, low-frequency pulsators found which show the characteristics of RR Lyr stars (labelled ‘RRL’ in Table 1), plus a small group of higher amplitude $\delta$ Sct stars (see Section 3.2).

To investigate the influence of atmospheric parameters on the pulsations, we further selected only those stars for which $T_{\text{eff}}$ and log $g$ had been determined by LAMOST. Approximately 90 per cent of the original sample have stellar parameters, which reduced the number in the final sample to 9219, with 808 of them being Am stars. The uncertainties in $T_{\text{eff}}$ and log $g$ have average values of $\pm 135$ K and $\pm 0.43$ dex, respectively. The quoted uncertainty in log $g$ could possibly be overestimated as it is much larger than the scatter in the values in the current sample. In addition, the quoted uncertainties could be larger due to the presence of binary systems. This will mostly affect systems with moderately dissimilar components and modest brightness ratios, since for nearly equal stars and those with large brightness ratios the effect will be minimal.

The location of Am and the other A stars in the $T_{\text{eff}}$–log $g$ plane is shown in Fig. 4. The pulsating Am stars are mostly located within the temperature range $6900 < T_{\text{eff}} < 7600$ K, which is towards the red edge of the $\delta$ Sct instability strip. Note that this region is also dominated by the classical Am stars. At higher temperatures, the decline in pulsating Am stars appears to occur around the blue edge of the $\gamma$ Dor instability strip, but this could be coincidence. In contrast, the other A star population of $\delta$ Sct pulsators extends to much hotter temperatures.

3.1 $\gamma$ Dor pulsations

There are relatively few $\gamma$ Dor Am pulsators in the WASP sample. With the exception of one possibly misclassified star, they are all to be found within the ground-based $\gamma$ Dor instability strip. This region also contains the majority of the $\delta$ Sct Am stars, which suggests that they are probably hybrids (see Section 4.3). However, it is not clear whether the low numbers are related purely to temperature, or if there is interplay between peculiarity and g-mode pulsation. The incidence of Am stars exhibiting $\gamma$ Dor pulsations is roughly half that of the other A stars. However, the lack of many $\gamma$ Dor Am pulsators is consistent with the relative low number of Am stars in the region where pure g-mode $\gamma$ Dor pulsators predominately occur. The convective envelopes of $\gamma$ Dor stars are, on average, deeper than those of $\delta$ Sct stars and mixing by convective motions causes the peculiarities to vanish. The $\gamma$ Dor pulsators have frequencies in the range where WASP data are most significantly affected by the diurnal sampling. Therefore, we will not consider these stars any further in the current work.

3.2 Higher amplitude pulsations

As mentioned earlier, we identified a small group of $\delta$ Sct stars with amplitudes >60 mmag. In the temperature range $6900 < T_{\text{eff}} < 7600$ K there are only 10 of these stars, but none of them have been classified as Am stars. Randomly picking 10 stars from the WASP sample, using the hypergeometric probability distribution (Spiegel, Schiller & Srinivasan 2001), predicts an average of 1.8 ± 1.2 Am stars being selected and the probability of not picking any Am stars is 14 per cent. It is, therefore, possible that the lack of Am stars in this small group could be due to a sampling effect. Indeed, the lack of any such stars in the Debosscher et al. (2011) results presented in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows that these are not common among the $\delta$ Sct stars in general. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that there are no Am stars in this region due to physical mechanisms preventing either the peculiarities or the oscillations from occurring.

Most RR Lyr stars have $T_{\text{eff}} < 6900$ K and are therefore too cool to be considered in the discussion of Am stars. In the WASP sample of RR Lyr stars there are only four hotter than 6900 K. There is one Am candidate found in the RR Lyr domain, AL CMi, but it has no LAMOST stellar parameters. Literature broad-band photometry of this star suggests that $T_{\text{eff}} \simeq 7000$ K, putting this star within the realm of the Am stars. Layden (1994) determined a metallicity of...
[M/H] = -0.85 for AL CMi. However, this was determined from the relative strengths of the Ca K and the Balmer lines and indicates that the calcium line is significantly weaker than expected. The weak Ca K line has resulted in Hou et al. (2015) misclassifying this RR Lyr star as a classical Am star.

3.3 Binarity

Brightness variations consistent with being binary systems were found for 249 stars in the WASP sample. The majority appear to show ellipsoidal variations with periods \( \lesssim 3 \) d, while a few have Algol-like eclipses. Of the 249 binary stars, 26 also exhibit \( \delta \) Sct pulsations, but none is an Am star. However, there are only 11 Am stars among the 249 binary systems. Previously, in their analysis of 1742 Am stars, Smalley et al. (2014) found that only 4 out of 70 (\( \sim 6 \) per cent) eclipsing binary systems found also had a pulsating component detectable with WASP. The fact that pulsations have not been detected in the 11 Am stars in the current WASP sample is not statistically significant. In this work, we have not performed an in-depth search for eclipsing binary systems in the WASP light curves and, therefore, will not consider this any further.

4 \( \delta \) Sct Pulsations

In this study, we concentrate on the stars with \( \delta \) Sct pulsations. These are selected as having their principal pulsation frequency >4 d\(^{-1}\) and an amplitude <60 mmag. Inspection of Fig. 3 reveals that there is a lack of Am stars with principal frequencies above 40 d\(^{-1}\), while the Smalley et al. (2011) results do contain some Am stars with higher frequencies. However, this is a selection effect, as the higher frequency pulsations tend to be found in hotter stars (Rodríguez, López-González & López de Coca 2000). All stars in the WASP sample with principal frequency >40 d\(^{-1}\) have \( T_{\text{eff}} \gtrsim 7800 \) K, which is hotter than where most of the classical Am stars are located. Furthermore, in Smalley et al. (2011) the high-frequency pulsators all appear to be hotter stars. This was also the case in Holdsworth et al. (2014), where 12 of 13 high-frequency pulsating Am stars had \( T_{\text{eff}} > 7600 \) K, with 11 having \( T_{\text{eff}} \gtrsim 7800 \) K.

The location of the majority of the Am star pulsators is restricted to the temperature range 6900 < \( T_{\text{eff}} \) < 7600 K. The \( \delta \) Sct pulsators among the other A stars show a wider distribution of effective temperatures, especially to hotter temperatures. Clearly, there is a difference between the temperature distributions of pulsating Am stars and pulsating other A stars. Splitting the Am stars into classical and marginal, using the \( \Delta \) index, reveals that the classical Am stars are concentrated towards the red edge of the \( \delta \) Sct instability strip, while the marginal Am stars are more spread and peak at slightly hotter temperatures (Fig. 1). The \( \Delta \) index is also sensitive to temperature, since the Ca K line lies on the flat part of the curve of growth (Kurtz 1978). Therefore, the marginal Am stars also contain a contribution from the hot Am stars that may have high abundance anomalies, but these do not show as strongly in spectroscopic classification criteria at higher temperatures. In the temperature range 6900 < \( T_{\text{eff}} \) < 7600 K around 13 per cent of the classical Am stars have been found to pulsate, while for the marginal Am stars this rises to around 24 per cent.

4.1 Variation with metallicism

The location of Am pulsators is almost exclusively confined to the region with \( T_{\text{eff}} \) cooler than \( \sim 7600 \) K (Fig. 5). With very few exceptions, there is no significant variation in the \( T_{\text{eff}} \) range with metallicism. Hence, the location of Am pulsators appears to be strongly determined by \( T_{\text{eff}} \) and not significantly dependent on metallicism.

There are 76 Am stars identified as having \( \delta \) Sct pulsations out of a total of 439 Am stars within the temperature range 6900 < \( T_{\text{eff}} \) < 7600 K, giving an overall incidence for pulsating Am stars of 17 per cent. Fig. 6 shows the variation in the incidence of pulsating Am stars versus \( \Delta \) index. There is a distinct trend with \( \Delta \) index, with the incidence of pulsations decreasing as the metallicism increases. Both Pearson (-0.71) and Spearman (-0.67) correlation coefficients indicate strong negative correlations, with confidences >99 per cent. We, therefore, conclude that classical Am stars are less likely to exhibit \( \delta \) Sct pulsations than marginal Am stars at the precision of the WASP photometry.
Pulsation versus metallicism in Am stars

Figure 7. The variation of principal pulsation amplitude as a function of metallicism index ($\Delta$). The boxes extend from the lower to upper quartile amplitude with the horizontal lines indicating the median, and the whiskers extending from the box give the full amplitude range. The temperature range is restricted to $6900 < T_{\text{eff}} < 7600$ K.

4.2 Lower amplitudes in Am stars?

The results of previous investigations into Am pulsations have led to a suspicion that they have lower amplitudes than normal $\delta$ Sct stars (Smalley et al. 2011). Fig. 7 shows that there is no obvious trend in principal pulsation amplitude with $\Delta$. There does not appear to be any significant difference in the pulsation amplitudes of classical Am stars compared to those of the marginal Am stars. The maximum amplitude for pulsating Am stars is also not significantly different from that of the other A stars. Hence, at the millimagnitude precision of the WASP data, there is no evidence to support the notion that Am stars might have lower pulsation amplitudes than other $\delta$ Sct stars.

In their analysis of 29 Am stars observed by Kepler and K2 Campaign 0, Balona et al. (2015a) identified 12 stars with $\delta$ Sct pulsations. Of these, five have at least one pulsation amplitude above 1 mmag and, therefore, potentially detectable by WASP. The incidence rate (17 per cent) is consistent with that found in the current study. The remaining seven stars, however, have amplitudes too low to be detectable by WASP. The distribution of the pulsation amplitudes for the general population of $\delta$ Sct stars identified by Debosscher et al. (2011) has $\sim$60 per cent with amplitudes above 1 mmag. Hence, this percentage implies that the probability of selecting seven or more stars out of 12 with amplitudes < 1 mmag is 16 per cent. Therefore, this small sample does not provide strong significant evidence to support the hypothesis that pulsation amplitudes of Am stars might be systematically lower than those of the general population of $\delta$ Sct stars.

To investigate this further, we have extended the sample of Am stars with Kepler/K2 photometry as follows. The Hou et al. (2015) list of Am stars includes 67 with Kepler photometry. These are principally from the LAMOST-Kepler project (De Cat et al. 2015). The Kepler Presearch Data Conditioning (Jenkins et al. 2010) light curves of these, together with the Balona et al. (2015a) stars, were analysed with PERIOD04 to obtain their principal pulsation frequency and amplitude.

In addition, K2 has observed further Am stars from the catalogue of Renson & Manfroid (2009) during Campaigns 1 to 4.1 Further inspection of the Hou et al. (2015) list revealed that 16 and 5 Am stars were also observed during Campaigns 0 and 4, respectively. The K2 light curves, extracted using the K2P\textsuperscript{2} pipeline (Lund et al. 2015),\textsuperscript{2} were also examined using PERIOD04.

In total, 144 Am stars were observed by Kepler and K2. Of these, 42 ($\sim$30 per cent) have principal pulsation frequencies and amplitudes within the $\delta$ Sct range and 29 stars have amplitudes above 1 mmag. The fraction of pulsating Am stars with amplitudes greater than 1 mmag is 64 per cent, which is consistent with that obtained above from the Debosscher et al. (2011) sample of $\delta$ Sct stars. Furthermore, approximately 20 per cent of the Am stars have pulsations with amplitudes detectable by WASP, which is compatible with the incidence rate found in the current study. There is, however, a lack of Am pulsators with amplitudes above 10 mmag, but this could be due to the relatively low number of pulsators in the Kepler/K2 sample.

The amplitude distributions of the Am and other A stars from the WASP and Kepler/K2 samples are shown in Fig. 8. The amplitude distributions for the Am and other A stars are broadly similar. In

---

\textsuperscript{1} K2 Guest Observer programs: GO1014, GO2012, GO3012, GO4045; all P.I. B. Smalley.

\textsuperscript{2} Available from the Kepler Asteroseismic Science Operations Centre; http://kasoc.phys.au.dk.
order to ascertain whether the WASP amplitude distributions are consistent with that found from the space-based Kepler/K2 photometry, a WASP observability function was generated from the distribution of the WASP median noise background measurements (see Fig. 2) and the SNR = 4 selection criterion. The observability function was convolved with the Debosscher et al. (2011) and Kepler/K2 amplitude distributions in order to predict the amplitude distributions for the Am and other A star pulsators expected from the WASP sample. It is evident from Fig. 8 that the observed and expected WASP distributions for the Am and other A stars are indeed similar.

4.3 Hybrids

There are several stars for which both δ Sct and γ Dor frequencies were detected in the WASP light curves. There are 8 Am and 24 other A stars with LAMOST stellar parameters in the temperature range 6900 < T_\text{eff} < 7600 K. They are spread around the T_\text{eff}–log g plane within the area occupied by the other pulsators and not concentrated in any particular region. If these hybrid pulsators are spread equally among the stars in the above T_\text{eff} range, then there is a 20 per cent probability that at least eight of them will be Am stars.

In their analysis of early Kepler data, Grigahcène et al. (2010) suggested that hybrid pulsators might be more common among the Am stars. However, a later study by Balona, Daszyńska-Daszkiewicz & Pamyatnykh (2015b) did not support this suggestion, finding that at Kepler precision hybrid pulsators are very common. Of the eight Am stars with hybrid pulsations, five are classical and three are marginal. Picking eight stars at random from the 387 Am stars in the temperature range 6900 < T_\text{eff} < 7600 K results in a 74 per cent probability of at least five classical Am stars being selected. However, the number of hybrids found in this work is rather too low to provide meaningful statistics.

5 PULSATION MODELLING

In their analysis of the pulsating Am star HD 187547, Antoci et al. (2014) suggested that turbulent pressure is responsible for a large part of the excitation in the H/He i ionization layer. Using non-adiabatic pulsational stability analyses (Balmforth 1992; Houdek et al. 1999) with time-dependent non-local convection treatment models (Gough 1977a,b), the authors found that only the lowest radial orders were excited by the κ-mechanism in the He ii ionization layer. Surprisingly, most pulsation modes were spread equally among the stars in the above T_\text{eff} range, finding that at Kepler precision hybrid pulsators are very common. Of the eight Am stars with hybrid pulsations, five are classical and three are marginal. Picking eight stars at random from the 387 Am stars in the temperature range 6900 < T_\text{eff} < 7600 K results in a 74 per cent probability of at least five classical Am stars being selected. However, the number of hybrids found in this work is rather too low to provide meaningful statistics.

Using the models described above, we show non-adiabatic pulsational stability analyses of a star with global stellar parameters representative of Am stars: M = 2.3 M_☉, T_\text{eff} = 7500 K, L = 25.7 L_☉. The non-local convection parameters a, b and c for the theory of Gough (1977a) were chosen to be a² = b² = c² = 950. We used the OPAL opacity tables (Rogers & Iglesias 1995) supplemented by the Ferguson et al. (2005) tables at low temperatures. It is beyond the scope of the current work to go into details concerning the theoretical aspect of mode stability, but for details we refer the reader to Houdek et al. (1999) and Antoci et al. (2014).

In Fig. 9, we show the normalized growth rates (\eta/\omega_κ, where \eta and \omega_κ are, respectively, the imaginary and real parts of the eigen-frequency) as a function of frequency. Whenever \eta/\omega_κ > 0, the pulsation mode is intrinsically excited and \eta/\omega_κ < 0 indicates an intrinsically damped mode. To further illustrate the driving agent of these modes, we show the accumulated work integrals as a function of total pressure for four different radial orders (Fig. 10). The continuous lines depict the total accumulated work integral, which when positive at the stellar surface means that the mode is intrinsically excited. The dashed and dotted lines reflect the contribution of turbulent and gas pressure, respectively, to the total accumulated work integral. The grey areas depict the H/He i and the He ii ionization layers and correspond to the convection zones in a star with the parameters outlined above. Note, however, that these zones are likely linked through overshooting and that additional convection zones may occur deeper into the star due to atomic diffusion (e.g. Théado et al. 2012; Deal, Richard & Vauclair 2016).

As illustrated in Fig. 10, the radial fundamental mode (order 1) is damped because the total accumulated work integral is not positive. There is some driving due to gas pressure in the He ii ionization layer; however, the mode is damped in the H/He i layer. The fourth radial order mode, on the other hand, is intrinsically excited by gas pressure in the He ii layer. This is illustrated by the local increase on the accumulated work integral. Also, in this case, turbulent pressure has a slight damping effect on the mode. The seventh radial order mode is clearly intrinsically excited by both, turbulent and gas pressure in the H/He i and He ii layers, respectively. For the 10th radial order mode; however, the excitation predominantly occurs due to the turbulent pressure in the H/He i ionization layer.

In order to conclude whether turbulent pressure can fully explain the phenomenon of pulsation in Am stars, a more global study covering the entire instability strip is required (Antoci et al., in preparation). The current model does not include the diffusion of He. Adding He depletion increases the range of excited modes, which will be explored in detail in the forthcoming study. Nevertheless, there are strong indications that both turbulent pressure and excitation reach a maximum around 7500 K (Antoci et al. 2014; Grasso et al. 2015), which is in the region where pulsating Am stars are found in our study.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

From a large sample of A and Am stars observed with LAMOST and WASP, we have found that δ Sct pulsations in Am stars are mostly confined to a region close to the red edge of the δ Sct instability strip. Their location is generally within the temperature range 6900 < T_\text{eff} < 7600 K and is independent of metallicity. The incidence of pulsations in Am stars decreases noticeably in more peculiar Am stars. The reason for the decrease is not known, but we might expect the κ-mechanism and turbulent pressure to interact depending on several parameters, including the diffusion of helium, stellar mass and evolutionary stage, as well as the global
The ionization layer is driven by turbulent pressure, and correspond to the convection zones in a star. Sct stars do not show oscillations.

The accumulated work integrals ($W_{\text{tot}}$, $W_{\text{pt}}$, $W_{\text{pg}}$) as a function of total pressure ($\log P$) for four different radial orders. The continuous lines depict the total accumulated work integral, which when positive at the stellar surface means that the pulsation mode is intrinsically excited. As shown in the top panel, the dashed and dotted lines reflect the contribution of turbulent pressure ($W_{\text{pt}}$) and gas ($W_{\text{pg}}$) pressure, respectively, to the total accumulated work integral. As indicated in the top panel, the grey areas depict the H/He ionization layers and correspond to the convection zones in a star.

The amplitudes of pulsations found with WASP agree with expectations based on the results from Kepler. There is some, albeit rather weak, evidence for lower amplitudes for Am pulsators compared to other A stars.

The mystery of why Am stars pulsate (or at least some of them) originates from the assumption that it is the $\kappa$-mechanism operating in the He I ionization layer that excites $\delta$ Sct oscillations. The blue edge of the $\delta$ Sct instability strip moves redward as helium abundance is reduced, while the red edges remain almost constant (Cox, Hodson & King 1979; Turcotte et al. 2000; Xiong, Deng & Wang 2015). This is consistent with the location of pulsating Am stars found in our study. However, the lack of any significant correlation of location and amplitude with metallicism suggests that another mechanism may be at play. We would expect that as metallicism increases and, by inference, helium abundance in the He II ionization layer decreases, the location of pulsating Am stars should be further marginalized to cooler temperatures.

In pulsating Am stars, we suggest that a large part of the excitation occurring in the H/He I ionization layer is driven by turbulent pressure. Low radial order modes in normal $\delta$ Sct stars are excited by the $\kappa$-mechanism. However, the higher ones are predominantly driven by turbulent pressure in a temperature-dependent manner, since turbulent pressure damps oscillations in stars close to the red edge of the $\delta$ Sct instability strip. While the WASP data in this work indicate that Am and normal $\delta$ Sct stars do not show oscillations with frequencies higher than around 30 d$^{-1}$, we know from other WASP and Kepler studies that there are Am and non-Am $\delta$ Sct stars showing pulsations up to 80–90 d$^{-1}$. For example, HD 187547 is an Am star with pulsations covering a frequency range from 20 to 80 d$^{-1}$ (Antoci et al. 2014). The amplitudes of the highest radial order modes are lower than 0.15 mmag. WASP could not detect these amplitudes. We conclude that it is plausible that Am stars have, on average, higher radial order modes excited due to the turbulent pressure being more efficient as the depleted He is offset by an increase in hydrogen number density.
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